PROPOSED 400x400x50mm PRECAST CONCRETE PIMPLE TEXTURED PAVING SLABS, COLOUR RED, SPECIFIED AS TYPE Z OF SEWFSD/0502.05

PROPOSED FOOTWAY TO BE CONSTRUCTED ON TOP OF EXISTING CARRIAGEWAY

PROPOSED FULLFOOTWAY RECONSTRUCTION COMPRISING OF 25mm AC6 DENSE SURFACE COURSE, 50mm AC20 DENSE BINDER 100/150 TO BS EN13108-4, 150mm TYPE 1 SUB-BASE.

PROPOSED 1.8m PARKING BAYS IN MEON BEIGE PAINT 10mm WIDE OR SIMILAR APPROVED

PROPOSED SIMMON SIGNS MIDUSTAR COMBINED BELISHA BEACON AND ROAD LIGHTING POST

BUFF, IN FOOTWAY ON 150mm TYPE 1 SUB-BASE AND 30mm SHARP SAND BEDDING LAYER

PROPOSED GULLY CONNECTION - 150mm 'THERMOPLASTIC STRUCTURED WALL PIPE' DRAIN

PROPOSED PRECAST CONCRETE GULLY WITH D400 COVER AND FRAME AS SEWFSD/0503.02

PROPOSED FOOTWAY TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE CURRENT STREET LIGHTING INFO (REFER TO DRAWING CO18057 - STREET LIGHTING - 007 & CCC STREET LIGHTING MATERIAL SPECIFICATION FOR LANTERN SPECIFICATIONS)

PROPOSED FULLFOOTWAY RECONSTRUCTION COMPRISING OF 25mm AC6 DENSE SURFACE COURSE, 50mm AC20 DENSE BINDER 100/150 TO BS EN13108-4, 150mm TYPE 1 SUB-BASE.

PROPOSED VEHICLE CROSSOVER COMPRISING OF 25mm AC6 DENSE SURFACE COURSE, 50mm AC20 DENSE BINDER 100/150 TO BS EN13108-4, 25mm TYPE 1 SUB-BASE.

PROPOSED CARRIAGEWAY CONSTRUCTION SEE DRAWING CO18057-03

PROPOSED 400x400x50mm PRECAST CONCRETE PIMPLE TEXTURED PAVING SLABS, COLOUR RED, SPECIFIED AS TYPE Z OF SEWFSD/0502.05

PROPOSED SIGN ON EXISTING LIGHTING COLUMN (PLEASE REFER TO SIGNING DRAWING CO18057-06)

PROPOSED 2.00m TACTICAL STOP BARRIER AT A POINT OF 14m SOUTH OF THE BSD DRAWING CO18057-006

EXISTING MIDUSTAR BEACONS ERECTED SITU AND AS PART OF PHASE 1 TO BE REMOVED IN SITU (PLEASE REFER TO SIGNING DRAWING CO18057-006)

EXISTING road narrowing and speed cushions to be removed

EXISTING sign and post to remain in situ (please refer to signing drawings co18057-006)

EXISTING sign and post to remain in situ (please refer to signing drawings co18057-006)

EXISTING ROAD NARROWING AND SPEED CUSHIONS TO BE REMOVED

EXISTING 'END OF ROUTE' (DIAG 965) SIGN TO REMAIN

EXISTING JUNCTION ARRANGEMENT TO BE RELINED

PROPOSED SIGN ON EXISTING LIGHTING COLUMN (PLEASE REFER TO SIGNING DRAWING CO18057-06)